
StoreMoreStore Bike Rack Assembly Instructions 

Note: Shelf supports are tapped into place best using a hard rubber mallet. Self-tapping screws and 
anchors are not provided. 

Step 1: Stand the vertical uprights up with the keyhole slots, as shown in 
figure 1.  

Step 2: Place several shelf supports into the vertical uprights in various places 
to temporarily allow the unit to free stand. Gently tap down (these supports 
will be relocated later). 

Step 3: Place a heavy-duty shelf support with the end flanges pointing up into 
the shelving upright slots at the desired height of the top of the bike hook 
(figure 1). Tap down in place. 

Step 4: Leaving two open holes showing on the upright, place another heavy-
duty support with end flanges pointing down into the holes of the upright 
(figure 1). Tap down in place. 

Step 5: Place two light-duty shelf supports with the end flanges pointed 
down, one into the front and one into the back of the top holes of the 
uprights (these will support the top shelf). Tap down in place. 

Step 6: Set either one or two of the "U-shaped" shelf reinforcements on the 
supports (these are used to reinforce the center area of the top shelf).  

Step 7: Place the top shelf onto the supports. 

Step 8: (For 88” high units with two shelves only) Locate where you want 
your intermediate shelf and install two of the lighter-duty supports into the 
front and back on the uprights (in the same way as step 5.  Tap down in 
place. 

Step 9: Set either one or two of the "U-shaped" shelf reinforcements on the 
supports (these are used to reinforce the center area of the intermediate 
shelf).  

Step 10: Place the intermediate shelf onto the supports. 

Step 11: Place two heavy-duty supports so that the lower tire will rest against 
them (it doesn’t matter which way the end flanges point). Tap down into place. 

Step 12: Using 1-1/4" self-tapping screws (not included), attach the bike hanger to 
the supports (where desired) using the top and bottom holes of the hanger 
bracket (figure2).  

Step 13: Place two light-duty shelf supports with the end flanges pointed up, one 
into the front and one into the back of the bottom holes of the uprights (tap down 
into place and anchor to the floor if desired). 

Step 14: Hang your bikes. 
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